
More than 60,000 users rely on Optum360TM EncoderPro.com every day to get 
their jobs done more productively and profitably than they can by using coding 
books alone.

EncoderPro.com builds on your coding knowledge base and continuously takes 
you to the next level. Other products in the market may claim to do what 
EncoderPro.com does, but not all online coding tools are built the same. Feel 
comfortable with Optum360 online coding resources secure in the knowledge 
that all coding content in the sources used for the code sets and referential data, 
cross code and lay descriptions, mapping data and compliance rules, as well as the 
number of the rules reviewed during claim checking, is proprietary to Optum360.  

To help you make the most informed choice as to which product best suits your 
needs, we’ve compiled a list of questions to carefully consider for each product 
that you are reviewing, especially if you’re considering two recent additions to  
the market. 

What logic/content is used to find codes when searching?

EncoderPro.com utilizes proprietary Optum360 CodeLogic™ search engine  
technology. To identify the most accurate codes and other related conditions to a 
searched term, multiple sources of content are used, such as code book indexes, 
descriptions, lay descriptions, tabular information, coder’s dictionary content, 
mapping data, synonym, acronym and terms-to-code lists, and more. Searches 
are conducted across all code types and presented on the same screen, making it 
easier to find the coding information needed.

What coding compliance guidelines are used to help avoid rework  
and resubmission?

EncoderPro.com reviews more than 80 Medicare coding rules and 50 commercial 
payer coding rules, leveraging 20 years of claim scrubbing expertise, and all  
coding rules and/or guidelines are sourced to established and respected coding 
organizations, such as the AMA, ASA, AHA and Medicare. While CCI, medical 
necessity, age and gender checking are all a part of the claim review that 
EncoderPro.com runs, just like other tools on the market. But with EncoderPro.com, 
the level of claim review goes far deeper including many modifier edits, Medicare 
policy edits, and code specific edits no other tool on the market can duplicate.

Leaders are leaders for a reason
When you need to amplify your coding, turn to your  
partner in the industry, EncoderPro.com from Optum360,  
not knock-offs that don’t compare.



Is only the CMS GEM mapping content logic being applied? 

EncoderPro.com uses the GEMs, and also applies our proprietary Optum 
MapSelects mapping logic for both forward and backward mappings. With the 
GEMs, only limited ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM relationships exist and they do not 
consider coding conventions or guidelines. EncoderPro.com also takes combination 
codes into account.

What information is included from the core coding publications? 

EncoderPro.com contains everything — code sets, tables, appendixes — from
ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM, CPT® and HCPCS Level II, in addition to having the most
coding icons to make your coding more accurate. EncoderPro.com shows all the 
changes to a code, whether it has edits to the description or has been reinstated. 
In addition, users will see aggregated lists of new, deleted, revised, reinstated, 
resequenced (CPT®), add-on (CPT®), exempt (CPT®), unlisted (CPT®), quantity 
(HCPCS), Medicare (HCPCS), CC (ICD-9/10), age (ICD-9/10), sex (ICD-9/10) and 
manifestation (ICD-9/10) codes. Future CPT® and HCPCS code lists are also 
provided before they become effective. 

How often is the coding content updated? Who reviews the content? 

An entire team, including clinical technical editors (Optum360 code book editors), 
is dedicated to managing each set of data we provide and they follow well-
established quality measures. EncoderPro.com is updated every month, ensuring 
you have the most complete, accurate and up-to-date content available, including 
LCD/NCD content.  

EncoderPro.com sets that bar as the industry standard.

With all the reasons outlined above, plus more than 25 years of coding 
expertise behind it and a team of clinical technical editors who review, manage 
and update content every month, it’s clear why EncoderPro.com is the industry 
leader for online medical coding referential tools.
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Choose Optum360 EncoderPro.com and code with increased speed and 
accuracy, navigating industry changes with ease.

Call: 1-800-464-3649, option 1 
Visit: optumcoding.com/transition 

CPT is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association. 


